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Iacobucci HF Aerospace Seats on board the all-new Four Seasons Jet. 
 

May 16th, 2014 – Ferentino (FR) ITALY. Iacobucci HF Aerospace Seats is proud to announce its 

collaboration on the all-new Four Seasons B757 private aircraft for its 2015 Private Jet Experience. 

Working in partnership with Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, TCS Expeditions and FactoryDesign, 

Iacobucci HF Aerospace developed for this program a bespoke, high-quality,flat-bed seat to ensure a 

unique VIP guest experience on board the aircraft.  

 

This ultra-exclusive aircraft configuration for Four Seasons Around the World  private jet trips started with the design 

of the luxury interiors for the Boeing 757 to create a unique cabin experience for only 52 VIP guests (as opposed to a 

capacity of 233 passengers in standard format). Working in partnership with Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, 

TCS Expeditions and FactoryDesign, Iacobucci HF Aerospace, the Italian seat manufacturer, developed a 

custom-made, flat-bed seat of refined elegance, craftsmanship quality and style to ensure the highest levels of 

comfort and privacy on board the VIP aircraft.  

 

The Iacobucci HF Aerospace bespoke seat for this program is fully electromechanically operated. Equipped with 

privacy screens and dedicated ottoman, the seat berths in full flat position to ensure maximum stability and superior 

comfort. The seat is provided with two PC power outlets, USB chargers and beverage holders and mood-light effects 

located on the aisle side. In addition to these innovative features, the private jet has switch control integrating flight 

attendant call and overhead reading light. The ottoman is fitted with a stowage compartment for personal amenities. 

The seat offers a wide range of pre-set or personally adjusted movements, all managed by software, allowing 

different configurations from upright to full flat-bed position with the press of a button.  

 

The new Iacobucci HF Aerospace state-of-the-art flat-bed leather seat for the Four Seasons Jet, is pure 

luxury 21 inches wide, offering unmatched comfort and an exclusive customer experience. A further recognition of the 

excellent job done by the Iacobucci HF Aerospace team in the world of VIP seating products since its first launch in 

2010. 

 

 

About IACOBUCCI HF Aerospace 

The company is worldwide leader in the development, production and distribution of galley inserts, trolleys and Seating 

products for both commercial and business aviation. The company boasts a consolidated experience in the design, 

production, certification and maintenance of Espresso Makers, Coffee Makers, Water Heaters, Trash compactors, 

Induction ovens, Cooking stations, Trolleys, Standard units and Seating products. With over 40 years of experience in 

the aviation industry and a strong focus on innovation, over the past 10 years the company has expanded its 

productive capacity, thanks to the reconverted industrial site in Lecce and the acquisition of qualified craftsmen. Thanks 

to its premium, durable and innovative products and top customer service the company is the 1st choice among elite 

Airlines and private jet customers throughout the world. The Company is present in the main international markets 

through direct offices, a network of representatives in key Countries and a network of repair and maintenance stations 

in the 5 continents. 


